
 
Swing The Vote With eGalt.io 
There is a tremendous technological revolution happening right before us. Online video and audio are 
immediately accessible to everyone all over the world and this may be even more significant than the 
Gutenberg Revolution. People have restrictions on when, where and how long they can read and less 
restrictions on when, where and how long they can listen to audio or videos. The bandwidth limitations 
on cable news leave many stories to be explained in sixty seconds or less. Newsworthy and complicated 
stories need to be simplified into vagueness shared by an entertainer. Years ago if the media were to go 
after a political candidate in an attempt to destroy them people would accept the medias message and 
move on to another candidate. 
 
Did the media just think the voters were simple minded and accept what was being told to them? With 
the Trump election, the media repeatedly go after Trump telling us how bad he is over and over. People 
are smarter than the media believes and now have access to an insane amount of information, a far 
greater number of perspectives, ideas and dialogue than ever before in the history of politics and the 
capacity to express ideas via the internet. The media is losing its grip on the discerning voter. This shows 
me that the conservative voter is more ingenious than the political pundits think. 

 
The cable and network media Achilles is bandwidth where a typical story gets 60 seconds of air time to 
explain. Extensive and complex stories need to be compressed and simplified into a vague message from 
an entertainer.  With this transformational technology, hours of educational audio or video can be 
shared which can influence a person’s thoughts, strategies and decisions. 
 
How do we swing the election? EGalt.io where we introduce young Americans to a positive message 
that highlights responsibility and opens their minds. We take leaders in thought such as Jordan Peterson 
whose education and clinical psychology research and experience allows him to share insights people 
have been waiting for, for a long time, smashing the progressive narrative. Visitors to eGalt.io will be 
exposed to media messages such as Prager Universities hundreds of education topics no longer taught in 
leftist schools, Dinesh D’Souza’s riveting expose’ of history and culture supporting Judeo-Christian values 
and showing the falsehoods and lies of the progressive narrative. We also attract people who are 
searching for information other than the false narrative being pabulum fed everyday by our local, 
national and cable news. 
 
How do we share eGalt.io and swing the election? Remember 10 -10. Share eGalt.io with 10 people, 
send 10 emails highlighting eGalt.io and repeat. We highlight areas for: Young Americans promoting 
profound and life changing content, Post Modernists where we raise awareness on the progressive 
narrative and how to dispel their narrative along with educational and insightful lectures on fascism and 
are they left or right wing ideologies, and Swing Voter where we highlight Dinesh D’Souza’s message on 
the use of the race card and the fascism card. 
 
If you’d like a formatted flyer or cards to distribute contact info@eGalt.io. 
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The following is an example of what I placed at the bottom of my precinct delegate election flyer. 
 

 Powerful Gift For You To Share With Teens & Young Adults: 
www.eGALT.io/young-american 
This content will be profound to many and life changing, share it. 

 Adults Dangerous People Are Teaching Our Kids: 
www.eGALT.io/post-modernists 
Dangerous people are filling the heads of young people with dangerous nonsense. Who are 
these people? Are they “the post-modernists:” neo-Marxist professors who dominate our 
colleges and universities … are we financing these nihilists with tax dollars, alumni gifts and 
tuition payments. 

 
Thank You Let’s Swing The Election 
Robert Oestreich 
14th Congressional District GOP State Committeeman 
14th Congressional District Committee Elections Chair 
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